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LP3
High-Volume Portable Label Printer
LP3 is a 3” direct thermal portable label printer that delivers
great paper capacity, long battery life and a range of wireless
connectivity options for the retail and manufacturing
marketplace. And of course, the reliability Datamax-O’Neil is
known for around the globe. The LP3 prints 1” to 3” direct
thermal labels and can accommodate a wide variety of labels
and paper including the heavy stock necessary for hang tags and
specialty label needs.

OC3
Compact, Ergonomic, Reliable
The OC3 Label is a streamlined, lightweight, and ergonomic
thermal portable printer model with a variable width
setting that allows printing on label media from 1 to 3
inches wide. It has been designed to meet the continually
expanding requirements associated with retail, healthcare
and transportation applications.

RL3e
Rugged Mobility from Warehouse to Retail Floor
Datamax-O’Neil’s RL3e (3-inch/76mm) portable label
printer is designed to meet the most diverse mobile
applications – from the recesses of the warehouse to
the customer-facing retail floor…and everything in
between. Retailers will enjoy the flexible secure
wireless integration into 802.11 a/b/g/n as well as the
reliable gears and latches that keep it running for years
to come. The RL3e offers Bluetooth® 4.0 + LE Dual
Radio communications and built-in emulation for the
most popular printer languages which makes it easy to
integrate into an enterprise ecosystem.

RL4e
Rugged, Reliable, WMS-Compatible.
Datamax-O’Neil built its reputation on rugged and
reliable portable receipt printers and has now used this
expertise to design the industry’s most rugged portable
label printer. The RL4e (4-inch/102mm) is a durable
direct thermal printer with a rugged design and reliable
performance that will continue to operate long after
other printers have failed. We’re so confident in the
quality and long-term reliability of this rugged printer
that we include a 2-year warranty free of change.

